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Inscape Data Corporation Introduces a PC Based IP Video
Surveillance Joystick
Milpitas, CA (September 15, 2008). Inscape Data Corporation, the leader in wireless and
IP video systems and manufacturer of outdoor IEEE 802.11a/b/g wireless systems,
Outdoor PoE (Power over Ethernet) Switch, and the AirGoggle line of IP video
surveillance products, introduces today, The PTC800 PC Based IP Video Surveillance
Joystick specifically designed for all of Inscape Data’s IP speed dome video cameras.

The PTC800 PC Based IP Video Surveillance Joystick is flexible with rugged mechanical
design that allows for fast pan, tilt, and zoom control of Inscape Data IP speed dome
video cameras. The PTC800 has a rugged three-axis proportional joystick for precise,
sensitive, and reliable P/T/Z operations. The PTC800 is designed with an USB interface
that offers plug and play operations with any PC. The PTC800 operates seamlessly with
the NVM1000 64-channel surveillance software extending the AirGoggle video
surveillance system even further.

Tracy Tippett, North American Sales Director of Inscape Data says, “Its sensitivity allows
for fast, flexible and secure operation with Inscape Data’s IP speed dome video cameras
with pan, tilt and zoom functionality”. Recognizing the importance of easy usability and
security, the PTC800 surveillance joystick provides programmable user preferences,
user password support, and rugged 3-axis joystick design that makes the PTC 800 the
industry’s most cost competitive surveillance joystick.

The PTC800 PC Based IP Video Surveillance Joystick is another new and exciting IP
video product added to Inscape Data’s entire video surveillance product distribution
portfolio.

Inscape Data is proud to deliver this value packed PC based IP video

surveillance joystick to the video security market worldwide.

About Inscape Data Corporation
The industry leader in long-range outdoor wireless communication and network video
surveillance, Inscape Data Corporation was founded in 2003. Inscape Data offers a full
suite of turnkey solutions for long-range outdoor 2.4GHz, 4.9GHz, 5GHz, and IP-based
video surveillance applications, including IP67/68 (Ingress Protection)-compliant allweather IEEE 802.11a/b/g wireless systems, an Outdoor PoE Switch, and IP video
security products based on MPEG-4 / JPEG video compression standards. Inscape
Data’s patent-pending technology drives our industry-leading outdoor PoE switch, which
simplifies outdoor wiring and integration. Inscape Data’s innovative PoE switch greatly
reduces the challenges and overhead associated with the daily management of outdoor
wireless and IP video security systems. More information about Inscape Data can be
found at http://www.inscapedata.com.

